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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Avlallon Admlnlstrsllon

14 CFR Part 108

[Docket No. 25953; Amelt. No. 108-6)

RIN 2120-AD14

Security Directives and Information
Circulars

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). DOT.
ACTION: Final rule and request for
comment.

SUMMARV: This final rule provides for
the issuance of Security Directives and
Information Circulars to enable air
carriers and the security community to
coordinate responses to threats against
civil aviation. This rule also requires
mandatory compliance with the
countermeasures prescribed in Security
Directives and prohibits the release of
the information contained in both
Security Directives aod Information
Circulars to unauthorized persons. This
action is necessary to simplify and
expedite existing procedures. to ensure
that appropriate officials take specific
measures to counter terrorism directed
at civil aviation, and to prohibit the
unauthorized disclosure of sensi tive
security information. This regulation Is
intended to increase protection of
passengers and crewmembers traveling
in air transporta tion and air commerce.
OATES: Effeclive July 10. 1989.
Comments must be submitted by August
9.1989.
ADDRESSES: Comments on this final rule
should be mailed or delivered, in
triplicate. to: Federal Aviation
Administration. Office of the Chief
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket (AGe
10). Room 91&-G. Docket No. [25953J. 800
Independence Ave. SW" Washington,
DC 20591.
: Comments may be examined in the
Rules DockeL Room 91&-G. weekdays
~except Federal holidays) between 11:30
8.m. and 5 p.rn.
FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
Quinten T. Johnson. Civil Aviation
Security Division (AC5-1001. Office of
Civil Aviation Security. Federal
A\'iation Administration. 600
Independence Ave. SW" Washington,
DC 20591: telephone (202) 267-llO58.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

The dramatic increase in international
terrorism since the 1970's has also
affected civil aviation. The exploslon
and crash of Pan American World
airways (Pan Am] Flight 103 in

Lockerble, Scotlsnd. in December 1988
illustrate the vulnerability of civil
aviation to terrorist acts. The threat is
both sophisticated and multifaceted.

In order to support aviation security
efforts. the FAA intelligence Division
analyzes classified and unclassified
information on threats against civil
aviation. This information comes from a
variety of sources, including air carriers.
law enforcement agencies. and other
Federal agencies. U the intelligenCe
Division detennines the information is
credible, it disseminates it to air
carriers. Prior to the adoption of today's
regulation. notification was made
through Security Bulletins that discussed
both general securi ty concerns, for
which there were no specific remedies.
and specific threats which could be
countered by particular remedies. Since
1986. 93 bulletins have been issued,
approximately one-third of which
addressed specific threats for which
countermeasures were possible. Air
carriers. however. were not required to
acknowledge Security Bulletins or
comply with the actions recommended
in them.

Security Bulletins were sent to U.S. air
carrier corporate security officers, the
Air Transport Association of America.
certain other Federal agencies. and FAA
security personnel. In addition, the State
Department transmitted the Security
Bulletins to appropriate overseas posts.
Upon receipt of the Security Bulletins.
each air carrier's corporate security
officer determined whether any further
dissemination was necessary.
Occasionally. the FAA included its own
recommendations for specific actions.
AI though the FAA believes the air
carriers have been responsive to the
actions recommended by Security
Bulletins, mandatory compliance
requires amendments to the air carrier's
overall security program.

The Civil Aviation Security Program.
referenced in the Federal Aviation
Regulstions (FAR), was inHated in 1973.
Part lOB of the FAR was promulgated in
1981 (48 FR 3782: January 15. 1981) and
requires certain U.S. air carriers to
adopt and use FAA-approved security
programs to screen passengers Bnd
property. control access to airplanes and
facilities, and prevent criminal acts
against civil aviation. The FAA can
amend an individual carrier's security
program if it determines that there is an
emergency requiring immediate action
to protect safety in air transportation or
air commerce (see § 108.25). and
compliance with such amendments is
mandatory. It is not customary,
however, for the FAA to amend a

. carrier's overall security program with
flight-specific. date-specific. or site-

specific information. Information of this
type has been distributed through the
Security Bulletin system.

On April 3. 1989, Secretary of
Transportation Samuel K. Skinner
announced a nwnber of aviation
security initiatives to ensure protection
of travelers on U.s. air carriers. Among
these initiatives, and the subject of a
separate rulemaking action, was the
commitment to propose requiring the
widespread deployment of explosives
detection systems. Another initiative,
the establishment of a mandatory
Security Directive system, 1s the subject
of this rulemaking action.

Discussion of the Amendments

When threats against civil aviation
become known. it is crucial that the
information and any appropriate
countenneasures be disseminated as
soon as possible to air carrier security
personnel. A system that wili allow the

. FAA to disseminate critical threat
information and. when necessary,
establish mandatory security
countermeasures responsive to that
threat in a single document. will
improve and simplify the current
process. In order to ensure that the wide
variety of threats can be effectively
countered. the FAA will issue two kinds
of security alerts-Information Circulars
and Security Directives.

Information Circulars will be used to
notify U.S. air carriers of general
situations for which FAA will not
prescribe mandatory countermeasures.
The purpose of Information 'Circulars
will be to provide air carriers with
general information relevant to a civil
aviation security.

Security Directives will be used to
notify U.S. air carriers of information on
specific credible threats that are limited
by such factors 8S location. number or
identity of carriers. method of attack. or
duration of time. Security Directives will
set forth mandatory countermeasures
and wiU eliminate the need to amend
the air carriers' ongoing security
programs. Air carriers will be required
to acknowledge receipt of Security
Directives and to notify the FAA of how
they implemented the countermeasures
prescribed by the FAA. In unusual
situations, such as when an air carrier is
precluded from implemenitng the
prescribed countenne<:1ures, the air
carrier shall submit alternative
countermeasures for the approval of the
Director of Civil Aviation Security. The
air carrier is required to submit any
proposed altemative measures within
the time period specified in the Security
Directive. Air carriers will also be
required to distribute the information to
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the personnel specified in Security
Directives and to others with an
operational need to'know. Personnel
with an operational need to know are
those personnel with secur1ty'related
responsibilities for air transportation
operetions affected by lbe Security
Directive. Such personnel could include
lbe in·flight security coordinator (ISC)
(pilot in command), lbe ground security
coordinator (GSC). airline and airport
security personnel, and Federel, State,
or local law enforcement officials.

In order to protect the sensitive nature
of Security Directives and Information
Circulars. their availability will be
restricted to air carriers and personnel
with an operational need to know, and
release of any information contained in
them without the prior written
authorization of the Director of Civil
Aviation Security will be prohibited.

By adopting a two-tiered system for
disseminating threat information. the
FAA believes the civil aviation security
community will be better able to
distinguish between -information that is
general in nature and that which has
been assessed to require a specific
security response. As a result.. the
security community and the air carriers
will have a better understanding of how
to coordinate their actions in response
to specific lbreats. By prohibiting
unauthorized disclosure, the FAA will
be able to protect intelligence sources
and ensure that countermeasures can be
effectively implemented.

Good Cause Justification for Immediale
Adoption and No Notice

Under the current regulatory scheme,
the FAA may amend an air carrier's
approved security program and require
the carrier to take certain steps that

. address a specific threat to civil aviation
security. However. the FAA has
determined lbat the most effective
method of ensuring that threats are
addressed in a complete and unifonn
manner requires amendment of Part 108
of the Federal Aviation Regulations.
Because the general level of the threat to
U.S. air carriers operating in air
commerce end air transportation could
rapidly increase, the FAA has
detennined the t good cause exists to
make this final rule effective in less than
30 days. In addition, this final rule is
being adopted without prior notice and
opportunity for public comment. For the
reasons stated above and because
immediate action is necessary to protect
passengers and crewmembers traveling
in air transportation. the FAA believes
prior notice and opportunity for public
comment Bre impracticable and,
furthermore, are contrary to the public
interest.

The Regulatory Policies and
Procedures of lbe Department of
Transportation (44 FR 11034; February
26, 1979J provide that. to the maximum
extent possible, operating
administrations of the Department of
Transportation (DOT] should provide an
opportunity for public comment on
regulations issued without prior notice.
Thus, lbe FAA has provided a 3D-day
period during which interested persons
may comment on lbe final rule, '

Procedure for Submitting Comments
In accordance with lbe Regulatory

Policies and Procedures of the
Department of Transporta tion (44 FR
11034, February 26. 1979), interested
persons are invited to comment on this
final rule by August 9. 1989. Comments'
should identify lbe regulatory docket
number and be submitted in triplicate to
the Rules Docket (see ADDRESSEES).
Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge receipt of their comments
must include a self-addressed, stamped
postcard containing lbe following
statement: "Comments to Docket No.
25953". All comments will be available 
for examination, both before and after
tbe closing date, in the Rules Docket.

Paperwork Reduction Act
Information collection requirements in

Part 108 have previously been approved
by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMBJ under lbe provisions of
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
(Pub. L, 9&-511) and has been assigned
OMB control number 2120-0098. The
sligbt additional paperwork burden
associated with § 108.18 was approved
by OMB as an amendment to 2:120-0098,

Regulatory Evaluation Summary
The following is a summary of lbe

final cost impact and benefit assessment
of a regulation amending FAR Part 108,
Airplane Operator Security, to require
that U.S. air carrier operators comply
with measures to counter terrorist
threats against civil aviation as
prescribed in FAA Security Directives.
Under the new requirements, air carriera
will be required to acknowledge receipt
of Security Directives within the time
specified. distribute Security Directives
to the appropriate individuals,
implement mandatory countermeasures
as furnished by individuals, implements
mandatory countermeasures 8S

furnished by lbe FAA (or, in unusual
situations, alternative countermeasures
if approved by the Director of Civil
Aviation Security), and report to the
FAA on those actions taken to comply
with the Security Directives.

The FAA has determined lbat lbese
amendments will affect approximately

.,.

20 air carriers, including both scheduled
air carriers and demand charter service
air carriers. The major impact is
expected to-"be on six of theSe air
carriers with significant operations to
the Middle East, Europe, and South
Asia. since most of the threats pertain to
these parts of the world. These air
carriers will receive most of the Security
Directives issued by the FAA. The
remaining air carriers have infrequent
service to these areas, and thus, ate
expected to receive and be required to
process only a small share of the
Security Directives issued, The
regulatory evaluation prepared for this
rule estimates lbatlbe tolal cost of
compliance to lbe affected U.S. air
C8ITiers is $48,260 in '1989 dollars; lbe
present value of this amount is $29.654
over a to-year period LlSing a discount
rate of 10 percent.

The primary benefits.of lbese
amendments will be the prevention of
potential fatalities, injuries, and
property losses resulting-from criminal
acts and acts of terrorism perpetrated
against domestic aviation interests. The
FAA bas not been 'able to quantitatively
estimate the extent to which this rule
will be effective in deterring acts of
criminal violence, air piracy, and
sabotage. The FAA believes, however.
that the estimated costs of compliance
will be fully recovered if only one life,
based on a generally accepted statistical
value of a minimum of $1,000,000. is
saved during lbat period as a result of
the prevention of such acts. In addition
to lbe estimated quantifiable benefits
associated with the prevention of
fatalities, injuries. and property losses
during lbe lD-year period following its
implementation. an unquantifiable
benefit of this amendment will accrue to
the affected air carriers based on the
public perception of lbe additional
safety. The increase in public
confidence will likely result in increased
air travel and revenues. The FAA
recognizes lbat lbe benefits of lbese
amendments are derived from both the
system of distributing and processing
Security Directives to U.S. carriers and
implementation of mandatory security
measures contained in Security
Directives by U,S. air carriers. The FAA
has estimated the cost to U.S. air
carriers associated with distributing and
processing Security Directives because
this system is an essential part of, and
integrally related to, achievement of the
benefits of reduced fatalities, injuries.
and property losses.

Regulalory Flexibility Detennination

The FAA has determined that, under
the criteria of lbe Regulatory Flexibility
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PART lOB-AIRPLANE OPERATOR
SECURITY

3. Part 108 is amended by adding
§ 108.16 to read a. follows:

§ 108.18 Security DlreeUves and
Informallon Circulars.

(a) Each certificate holder required to
have an approved security program for
passenger operations shall comply with
each Security Directive issued to the
certificate holder by the Director of Civil
Aviation Security. or by any person to
whom the Director has delegated the
authority to issue Security Directives.

1. The authority citation for Part 108
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354. 1356. 1357, 1358.
1421. 1424, and 1511: 49 U.s.C. 106(8) (revised.
Pub. L 97-449. JanuaTY 12. 1983).

2. Section 108.1 is amended by adding
paragraph (a)(4) to read as follow.:

§ 108.1 Applicability.
(a) * * *
(4) Each certificate holder who

receives a Security Directive or
Information Circular and each person
who receives information from a
Security Directive or an Information
Circular issued by the Director of Civil
Aviation Security.

substantial nwnber of small entities
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act In addition. because the
final role will not result in an annual
effect on the economy of $100 million or
more or result in a significant increase
in consumer prices, the FAA has
determined that the final rule is not a
major rule under the criteria of
Executive Order 12291. Since the final
rule involves issues of substantial
interest to the public. however, the FAA
has determined that it is significant
under the Regulatory Policies and
Procedures of the Department of
Transportation (44 FR 11034; February
26.1979).

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Parll08

Airplane operator security, Aviation
safety, Air transportation, Air carriers,
Airlines. Security measures,
Transportation, Weapons.

The Amendments

[n consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
amends Part 108 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR Part 108) as
follows:

within the time prescribed in the
Security Directive for compliance.

(b) Each certificate holder who
receives a Security Directive shall--

(1) Not later than 24 hours after
delivery by the FAA or within the time
prescribed in the Security Directive,
acknowledge receipt of the Security
Directive;

(~) Not later than 72 hours after
delivery by the FAA or within the time
prescribed in the Secwity Directive.
specify the method by which the
certificate holder has implemented the
measures in the Security Directive; and

(3) Ensure that information regarding
the Security Directive and measures
implemented in response to the Security
Directive are distributed to specified
personnel as prescribed in the Security
Directive and to other personnel with an
operational need to know.

(c) In the event that the certificate
holder is unable to implement the
measures contained in the Securi ty
Directive. the certificate holder shall
submit proposed alternative measures.
and the basis for submitting the
alternative measures. to the Director of
Civil Aviation Security for approval. The
certificate holder shall submit proposed
alternative measures within the time
prescribed in the Security Directive. The
certificate holder shall implement any
alternative measures approved by the
Director of Civil Aviation Security.

(d) Each certificate holder who
receives a Security Directive or
Information Circular and each person
who receives information from a
Security Directive or Information
Circular shall-

(1) Restrict the availability of the
Security Directive or Information
Circular and informati'On contained in
the Security Directive or the Information
Circular to those persons with an
operational need to know; and

(2) Refuse to release the Security
Directive or Information Circular and
information regarding the Security
Directive or Information Circular to
persons other than those with an
operational need to know without the
prior written consent of the Director of
Civil Aviation Security.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 212()-()(}98)

Issued in Washington. DC. on July 6. 1989
James B. Busey,
Administrator.
[FR Doc 89-16260 Filed 7-&-all: M5 ami
lNWtiG COO£ 4910-13

••

Act (RFA). these amendments will not
have 8 significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. The
RFA requires agencies to specifically
review rules that may have a
·'significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities."
None of the scheduled air carriers
impacted by this rule are small entities.
A portion of the charter air carriers
which will be impacted by this rule are
small entities. The estimated annual
cost to these charter carriers from this
regulation is $127 per company. This is
significantly less than the threshold for
significant economic impact. Even if
twice the number of Security Directives
were issued to these small entities, the
total cost would still be significantly
less than the threshold. Accordingly. it
is certified that the amendment to Part
108 will not have a significant economic
impact, positive or negative, on a
substantial number of small entities and
no further regulatory flexibility analysis
is required.

Trade Impact Statement

This rule is expected to have no
impact on trade opportunities for either
U.S. firms doing business overseas or
foreign firms doing business in the
United States. These amendments affect
only certain domestic air carriers
subject to Part 108 of the FAR. Since the
cost to these air carriers is small. there
is expected to be no impact on trade
opportunities for either U.S. firms
overseas or foreign firms in the United
States.

Federalism Implications
The amendments contained in this

final rule revise the manner by which
the FAA communicates security
information and mandatory procedures
to U.S. carriers. The FAA has
determined that the final rule adopted
herein will not have substantial direct
effects on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and
the States. or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. In
accordance with Executive Order 12612.
the FAA has determined that this final
rule does not have sufficient federalism
implications to warrant preparation of a
Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For reasons discussed in the
preamble. it is certified that this final
rule will not have a significant economic
impact. positive or negative. on a
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 106

(Docket No. 25956; Notice No. 89-181

RIN 212G-A012

Explosives Detection Systems for
Checked Baggage

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA], DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM).

SUMMARY: This notice proposes to
amend the airplane operator security
regulations to require U.S. air carriers
required to conduct screening under a
security program to use an explosives
detection system (EDS), approved by the
Administra tor I to screen checked
baggage on international flights. These
procedures are designed to prevent the
carriage of explosives aboard aircrafL
Additionally, the FAA specifically
requests conunents on whether any fmsl
rule should require an EnS to screen
checked baggage on domestic fligbts, as
well as whether installation sbould be
restricted to fewer flights, in operations
selected on a threat-driven basis. The
FAA expects to phase-in the
implementation of this proposed rule.
with 100 percent screening of
international checked baggage at
approximately 40 airports located in the
United States and abroad as the goal for
the initial implementation period.
Following the initial implementation. the
FAA foresees extending the
applicability of explosives detection
screening under an air carrier's
approved security program to aU
checked baggage on all international
flights. This action is needed due to the
increased sophistication of terrorist acts,
and it responds to Congressional
legislation enacted on June 30, 1989. The
intended effect is to increase the safety
of passengers and crewmembers aboard
U.S. air carriers conducting international
flights.
DATE: Comments must ba submitted on
or before August 7, 1989.
ADDRESSES: Comments on this notice
should be mailed, in triplicate, to:
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of the Chief Counsel, Attention: Rules
Docket (AGC-10), Docket No. 2.5956, 600
Independence Avenue SW.,
Washington, DC 20591. Comments
delivered must be marked Docket No.
25956. Comments may be examined in
Room 915G weekdays between 8:30 a.m.
and 5 p.m., except on Federal holidays.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Quinten T. Johnson, Civil Aviation

Security Division (ACS-100), Office of
Civil Aviation Security, Federal
Aviation Administration. 800
Independence Avenue, S.W..
Wsshington, DC 20591; telephone (202)
267-llO58.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments Invited

Interested persons are invited to
participate in the making of these
proposed rules by submitting such
written data, views, or arguments 8S

they may desire. Comments relating to
the environmental, energy, federalism,
or economic iInpact that might result
from adopting the proposals in this
notice are also invited. Substantive
comments should be accompanied by
cost estimates. Comments should
identify the regalatory docket or notice
number aDd should be submitted in
triplicate to the Rules Docket address
specified above. All comments received
on or before the closing date for
comments specified will be considered
by the Administrator before taking
action on this proposed rulemaking. The
proposals contained in this notice may
be changed in light of the comments
received. All comments received will be
available, both before and after the
closing date for comments, in the Rules
Docket for examination by interested
persons, A report summarizing each
substantive public contact with FAA
personnel concerned with this
rulemaking will be filed in the docket.
Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge receipt of their comments
submitted in response to this notice
must include a preaddressed, stamped
postcard on which the following
statement is made: "Comments to
Docket No. 25956." The postcard will be
date stamped and mailed to the
commenter.

Availability of NPRM's

Any interested person may obtain a
copy of this NPRM by snbmitting a
request to the Federal Aviation
Administration, Office of Public Affairs,
Attention: Public Inquiry Center (APA
430),800 Independence Avenue, S.W.,
Washington, DC 20591, or by calling
(202) 267-3464. Requests must identify
the notice number of this NPRM.

Persons interested in being placed on
the mailing list for future NPRM's should
request from the above office 8 copy of
Advisory Circular No. 11-2A, Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking Distribution
System, which describes the application
procedure.

Background

Siotement of the Problem

Attacks against international civil
aviation have increased in
sophistication over the past decade. As
a result. security has become an even
greater concern of the aviation
community. In recent years,
sophisticated explosive devices have
been used to damage or destroy civilian
airliners resulting in the loss of many
lives. For example, 259 people on board
Pan American World Airways (Pan Am)
Flight 103 plus 11 persons on the ground
in Lockerbie, Scotland, were killed by
the explosion and subsequent crash of
that airliner.

The attack against Pan Am 103, as
well as other similar incidents,
demonstrate the increasing need to
protect the safety and security of
passengers, aircraft, and crewmembers
aboard U.S. air carriers. Effective
explosives detection equipment would
help address this need.

History

The FAA's Civil Aviation Security
Program, initiated in 1973, requires
certain U.S. air carriers to conduct
security screening of passengers and
their carry-on baggage to prevent or
deter the carriage aboard aircraft of Bny
e>"'Plosive, incendiary, or deadly or
dangerous weapon on or about any
individual's person or accessible
property. Part 106 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR) (14 CFR Part
108], which pertains to U.S. air carriers.
was promulgated in 1961 (46 FR 3782;
January 15,1981).

For many years, the passenger
screening system was very effective in
countering the threat to domestic and
international civil aviation, which
primarily came from hijackers. In recent
years, this threat has expanded to
include aircraft bombings. To meet this
threat, new methods of detection are
required to detect explosive devices.

The U.S. Government has actively
supported research and development
efforts in explosives detection. For
example, over the last 4 years, the FAA
has spent over $30 million on research
and development related to explosives
detection. The need for more effective
explosives detection equipment also has
received worldwide attention. In
February 1989, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO),
convened a special session of its
Council to discuss acts of sabotage
directed against international civil
avia tion and the need to expedi te
research and development on the
detection of explosives. In March, lCAO
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held a meeting of world experts in
explosives detection to address the
issue. Similar discussions have taken
place in European organizations.

There have been significant
technological advancements ~de in
explosives detection equipment The
FAA has tested several of these
systems, and has decided to purchasse
six Thermal Neutron Analysis [TNA)
units for initial installation at selected
airports. The TNA equipment was tested
at San Francisco lnternational and Los
Angeles International Airports and was
shown to have the highest degree of
explosives detection capability currently
possible for detecting known civilian
and military explosives. manufactured
here and abroad.

On March 24, 1989, the Victims of Pan
Am Flight 103, an unincorporated
association of 300 persons whose
relatives were killed on that flight.
petitioned the FAA to, among other
things, require "that aU checked baggage
be p.xamined by physical inspection, a
TNA device, or a colorized electronic x
ray." While the notice addresses that
aspect of the petition, it does not
address other issues raised by the
Victims of Pan Am Flight 103 petitioo.
Hence, this action is not intended to
dispose of that petition, a summary of
which has been published in the Federal
Register for comment so that all issues
can be thoroughly discussed by
interested commenters [54 FR 24354:
June 7. 1989).

Related Activities
The tragedy of Pan Am Flight 103 is a

global reminder that civil aviation,
despite detailed and sophisticated
security procedures, is still vulnerable to
criminal or terrorist acts. A
comprehensive review of security
procedures has been conducted to
t;ietermine where existing procedures
may be improved and where new
procedures may be warranted. On April
3, 1989, Secretary of Transportation
Samuel K. Skinner announced a number
of aviation security initiatives to ensure
protection of travelers at airports in the
United States and other countries. Most
significant among these initiatives was
the commitment to propose requiring the
widespread deployment of explosives
detection systems (EDS). A second
major initiative, the establishment of a
mandatory security bulletin system, is
the subject of a separate rulemaking
action. '

Congressional Activity
On June 30. 1989, the President signed

legislation that included a provision
relating to the installation and use of
explosive detection equipme?t [sic). The

legislation. Pub. L. 101-45, provided that
"Not later than thirty d~ys after the date
of the enactment of this Act, the Federal
Aviation Administrator shall initiate
action, including such rulemaking or
other actions as necessary, to require
the use of explosive detection
equipment that meets minimum
performance standards requiring
application of technology equivalent to
or better than thermal neutron analysis
technology at such airports (whether
located within or outside the United
States) as the Administrator detennines
that the installation and use of such
equipment is necessary to ensure the
safety of air commerce. The
Administrator shall complete these
actions within sixty days of enactment
of this Act!.]" As a result of the
Congressionally-mandated timeframe
for fInal action. the comment period in
this rulemaking is shorter than usually
provided.

Current Requirements

Presently, Part 108 requires each
holder of an FAA air carrier operating
certificate required to conduct screening
to use the procedures. facilities, and
equipment described in its approved
security program to prevent or deter
carriage aboard airplanes of any
explosives, incendiaries, or deadly or
dangerous weapons.

General Discussion of the Proposals

The FAA is proposing to amend Part
108 to require air caITiers conducting
scheduled or public charter operations
in international service with aircraft
having a passenger seating configuration
of more than 60 seats to use an EDS that
meets performance criteria and
standards developed by the
Administrator to screen checked
baggage under the certificate holder's
approved security program. Although
not part of the current proposal, the
FAA is considering the advisability of
extending EDS screening to domestic
flights as well. Therefore. the FAA asks
commenters to address this issue. Any
final rule adopted in this proceeding
could include EDS on domestic flights.
However, the current proposal, if
adopted, would require air camers to
use an EDS to detect explosives only in
international operations.

If adopted, the following minimum
performance criteria would be
established for the system:

1. The system must be automated.
2. It must detect defined quantities

and configurations of FAA-defined
explosives.

3. It must be safe for operators and
baggage.

More detailed information about the
capabilities and use of the system would
be incorporated into each air carrier's
approved security program. In
accordance with 14 CFR § 191.5. the
FAA will not publish the full
performance criteria or detailed
operational information in any
document generally available to the
public. The Director of Civil Aviation
Security has determined that disclosure
of this information would be detrimental
to the safety of persons traveling in air
transportation or intrastate air
transportation.

For the same reasons, the specific
locations and numbers of the units
would not be available to the public. It
is the FAA's intent to require
deployment initially at the busiest
international airports in the United
States and at designated airports
outside the United States that are served
by u.s. air carriers. This would
potentially require installation of EnS at
approximately 40 airports located in the
United States and abroad. The specific
compliance dates. locations, and phase
in schedule would be described in each
air carrier's approved security program.
The FAA and the Department of
Transportation have initiated
discussions with foreign governments
and will continue to consult with foreign
governments to facilitate
implementation of these procedures.

No matter which altemative is
selected. the FAA expects to phase-in
the implementation of this proposed
mIe, with 100 percent screening of
international checked baggage at
designated airports as the goal for the
initial implementation period. Following
the initial implementation, the FAA
foresees extending the applicability of
explosives detection screening under an
air carrier's approved security program
to aU checked baggage on aU
international flights unless a more
limited installation alternaUve is
selected. in which case EDS screening
would apply to additional flights on a
threat-driven basis. Although not part of
the current proposal. the FAA is also
seeking comments on the advisability of
extending the EnS requirements to all
checked baggage on all domestic flights
as well. The proposed rule is a broad
enablement for the FAA to require air
carriers to use an EDS. If this proposed
rule is issued without change as a final
rule, the FAA would have authority to
require U.S. air carriers, by amending
each air carrier's approved security
program. to use an EDS to screen all
checked baggsge on all international
flights for which screeoing is required.
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In determining whether and when to
require the installation of EnS units at
particular airports beyond the initial
deployment described above. the FAA
would consider a variety of factors.
These factors would include where
necessary the successful consultation
with affected foreign governments. 8S

well as the level of vulnerability at the
particular location and the projected
level of usage of the EnS equipment
The level of usage is a function of the
number of passengers enplaned and is
therefore related to the cost per
passenger of EDS screening for flights
from thaI location.

In order to elicit public participation
and to get the broadest spectrum of
response regarding the ecopomic.costs
and benefits involved in acquiring and
using state-of-the-art EDS. the FAA has
initiated this rulemaking action. State
of-the-art EDS are expensive to acquire
and to operate. The use of such systems
may have other effects as well; for
example, their use on domestic flights
may require earlier check-in times than
currently required. However. the FAA
analysis projects that the number of
EDS at affected airports would be
sufficient to minimize passenger delay
and avoid disruptions. The FAA
requests comments on the degree to
which EDS should be used for various
types of flights.

Section 108.7

New paragraph [b)(8) of this section
would require certificate holders to
describe in their approved security
program the procedures. facilities, and
equipment used by the certificate holder
to comply with the new EDS
requirements.

Section 108.20

This new section would mandate that
certificate holders required to conduct
screening under an approved security
program use an approved EDS to detect
explosives in checked baggage on
international flights under the air
carrier's approved security program.
Because of the costs involved aod the
fact that different categories of airports
would require varying numbers of these
systems, this proposal would not require
each individual certificate holder to own
an EDS, and would not preclude use of
each EDS by several air carriers.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

This section swnmarizes the
preliminary cost and benefit assessment
of a proposed revision to Part 108 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations that would
require U.S. air carriers required to
conduct screening under an approved
security program to use an explosiv.ea

detection system (EDSJ approved by the
Administrator, to screen checked
baggage on international flights. The
proposed addition of new paragraph
lOB.7(bJ would require affected air
carriers to use explosives detection
systems in accordance with the
provisions established by the
Administrator and contained in their
approved security programs. Since the
FAA is also requesting comment in
broadening the scope of coverage to
include screening domestic baggage
with EnS, a preliminary evaluation of
the cost and benefit of such an
extension is included. In addition. the
evaluation considers the cost and
benefits of a narrower EDS system, in
which screening would be conducted
only for international operations at
airports selected on a threat-driven
basis.

The primary objective of this
proposed rule is the prevention of
criminal acts or acts of terrorism against
U.S. air carriers by individuals using
explosive devices. Toward this end. the
FAA has conducted extensive research
aimed at detecting explosives. This
research has concentrated on EDS
devices. including the Thermal Neutron
Analysis (TNAJ system and vapor
detection systems, 8S well as advanced
x-ray systems. The TNA device is the
most advanced explosives detection
system now available. Therefore. the
FAA has elected to analyze three
alternative solutions for explosives
detection using TNA systems over the
10-year period of 1990 to 1999. These
are:

1. Domestic and International
,1lternotive. Install EDS at 427 airports
in the U.S. and a t airports in 95 foreign
countries over a lo-year phase-in period.
(100% checked baggage screening of U.S.
domestic and international flights.
eventally requiring 1.250 DES by 1999.J

II. International Alternative (The
Current Proposal). bstall only enough
EnS to screen U.S. carrier international
flights at domestic and foreign airports
over a three year phase-in period. (100%
checked baggage screening of all U.S.
international flights, eventually
requiring 400 EDS by 1999.)

III. Threot-Driven Alternative. Install
200 EDS at an unspecified number of
domestic and foreign airports over a
three year phase-in period, based on a
threat-driven approach. (100% checked
baggage screening of all international
flights at selected airports. eventually
requiring 270 EDS to be installed by
1999.)

Alternative n is the Alternative being
proposed. The costs and number of
machines being proposed in Alternative
III are a subset of those in Alternative II.

Alternative I is presented to provide
information about and to invite
comment on extending the EDS
requirement to domestic flights.

The methods and assumptions used in
the analyses for the alternatives
revisions affecting Part 108 have been
developed by the FAA. A major
consideration guiding the conduct of this
analysis is the assumption that 100%
screening of checked baggage on flights
where passenger screening is currently
required would be conducted uader all
three scenarios at those airports where
EDS are to be installed. The analyses
assume enough machines to take into
account peak hour travel and the
projected growth in travel; this would
ensure minimal delays. Preliminary cost
factors were obtained from
manufacturers and research
organizations. lnfonnation for the
formulation of benefits was obtained
from the safety records of the
International Civil Aviation
Organiz8tion and the FAA. The costs
and benefits of each of these
Alternatives have been analyzed over
the lO-year span of 1990 to 1999.

To estimate the potential benefits of
the proposal and the Alternatives, the
FAA reviewed the safety record for the
10 year period between 1979 and 1988.
This review reveals that 19 separate
criminal acts and incidents of terrorism
using explosives were perpetrated
against U.S. air carriers during this
period. The FAA has classified these
incidents into Class I Bnd Class II .
categories. The Class I category includes
those incidents, such as the explosion
aboard Pan American Flight 103 that
involve the loss of an entire aircraft and
a large number of fatalities. Class II
accounts for all other incidents in which
airplanes were only partially damaged
or the incident was partially averted
such as explosions that occurred outside
the aircraft [usually somewhere in the
airport itself). These two types of
incidents vary significantly both in
terms of costs and their frequency. The
FAA estimates that those Class II
incidents that would occur over the 10
years from 1990 to 1999 would result in a
discounted cost of $31.0 million.

The losses associated with Class I or
major incidents would, of course, he
substantially greater. For example, the
loss on human life and property, and
lost revenues for the loss of u.s.
carriers' market share associated with
Pan American Flight 103 are estimated
to have a present value range of $411.0
million to $520.0 million depending on
the extent of market reduction. It is
difficult to predict the extent to which
international terrorism would increase..
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Nevertheless, the FAA believes that in
tbe absence of additional preventive
measures, terrorisls attacks against U.s.
air carriers would continue. The FAA
cannot predict the number and severity
of future incidents. The frequency of

8uch incidents would depend on several
factors. including, but not ltnlited to, the
world-wide political climate. the skill
and technical sophistication of terrorist
organizations, and the success of efforts
to avert these incidents. However, in

TABLE !.-SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

(Net present value in millions 01 dollars]

this- case, the present value of the
benefit associated with the prevention
of these incidents would be as high as
$1.071 billion. Table I of this summary
shows the estimated costs and benefits
of these Alternatives:

Option.

AIt9fl"l8tNe I (Domestic and mternational a!ternativa)_._••_.~ .._~•••~_.~ ._~._ •.._••__. ._.••~_._~ .._••__.•.. .•_.
Alternative II (International afterna~tha current Pfoposal}......•-.~_ - •..._ _..__ _.••_ ••_ ..__
Aiternative III (Thraat-driYen a..ternatiYe) ••...........••• •._•.••_••_ _ _.._ _•...•__..•._.•••_ .••••_.•..__ _ ..

Eslima1ad
costs

$1,004
$476
$34&

Percentage
of tola!

incidents
avoided for
bfeakaven"

9.
'5
33

Calculations

$1.004/$1.071 =*94%
$476/$1.071 =45%
$3461$1,071 "",33%

• Tolal Incidents Is equal to two Oass I incidents and all Class II tneidents avoided. The discounted present value of these incidents avoided Is $1,071 million.
The percentages do not represent a judgJrlem of the relative effeelNeness of each Alternative.

Table I examines how many Class I
and Class n incidents would have to be
prevented by each Alternative for the
Alternatives to be cost beneficial. The
percentages in the table do not represent
a judgment of the relative effectiveness
of each Alternative; they show the
percentage of total incidents whereby
each of the three Alternatives will have
different breakeven points so as to
become cost beneficial. The costs
associated with each Alternative are
compared with those benefits projected
from avoiding two Class I incidents and
et discounted present value of the $31
million worth of projected costs from
Class 11 incidents. For the purposes of
this analysis, this is the projected
universe of incidents.

For the current proposal. Alternative
11, to be cost beneficial. it would have to
prevent nearly one-half [45 percent) of
this projected set of Class I and Clas. 1I
incidents. If EDS coverage is expanded
to include domestic operations
(Alternative I). this option would have
to prevent nearly the entire set of Class J
and Class II incidents to be cost
effective. And, the costs associated with
limiting installation of EDS to those
international operations at airports
selected on a threat·driven basis
(Alternative III) is roughly one-third of
the assumed set of incidents.

Because the number and potential
aeverity of future attacks and the scope
I;md location of international threats are
difficult to predict and due to the
sensitive nature of this proposal, the
FAA has elected not to attempt to
quantify which Alternative would be the
most cost effective in reducing the risk
of future terrorist attacks. For similar
reasons, the FAA will not assign values
to the probabilities of a Class I or Class
II event for each Alternative scenario.

In addition to these quantifiable
benefits. the FAA expect. further
significant unquantifiable benefits. The
rule would result in public recognition of
additional safety factors implemented
by U.S. air carriers. The public's
subsequent higher confidence levels
should result in more passengers and
higher revenues.

The deterrence of terrorist attacks
against U.S. civil aviation also has very
significant public and foreign policy
benefits. An attack on an American
aircraft disrupts the lives end plans of
great numbers of people who have
suffered no direct loss in the incident.
[Indeed. this is presumably one of the
goals of those who perpetrate acts of
terrorism.) The FAA cannot calculate
the cost of uncompleted business,
disrupted education. and deferred
vacations. Nevertheless, that cost is
unquestionably significant. and it will be
avoided if the public retains a bigh level
of confidence in the safety of the air
transportation system. Maintaining and
improving tltp --·l-..lic's confidence is a
central goa. - 11lemaking.

The costs of compliance with the
three Alternatives subject to this
analysis are constructed on the
assumption that EDS would be placed
within the sheltered confines of affected
airports in accordance with the
configuration of the tenninal and the
needs of air carriers, There is
uncertainty concerning the number of
EDS that would require placement
outdoors. The FAA has been unable to
estimate the cost associated with
protecting these systems from the effects
of weather. Therefore, the FAA solicits
information relating to the cost of
sheltering EnS from the elements. In
addition to comments on expanding the
scope of EllS screening to domestic
operations, or narrowing it ·to cov_er only

operations selected on a threat-driven
basis, specific comments are requested
on the following Issues:

1. The number of airports that would
need to place EDS machines outdoors.

2. Estimates of costs associated with
the construction of shelters.

The FAA requests information and
comment about the technologies and
systems for explosives detection, This
information should address the maturity
of the technology. the general
capabilities of the system, the cost of the
system, and the commercial availability
of the system. Detailed, security
sensitive information about the

- capabilities of various technologies
should not be sent to the public docke~

rather such security·sensitive
information should be sent directly to
the Director of Civil Aviation Security,
FAA. 800 Independence Avenue SW.,
Washington. DC 20591, ATfENTION:
Explosives Detection System for
Checked Baggage Rulemaking.

Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1900
[RFA) was enacted by Congress to
insure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportIonately
burdened by Government regulations.
The RFA requires Federal agencies to
review rules that may have a
"significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities".
Issuance of the proposed revision of Part
108 of the FAR would affect some small
air carriers. The FAA's Order
prescribing small entity size standards
identifies a small air carrier as one with
nine or fewer operating aircraft.
According to the FAA data for the
period ending December 31, 1988, there
were 54 air carriers subject to the rules
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of Part 121 that operated nine or fewer
airplanes. These 54 carriers are the
entities affected by the proposed rule.

The criteria for a "substantial number
of small entities" is one-third of the
small firms subject to the proposed
rules, but no fewer than 11 firms. A
review of the 54 small carriers engaged
in scheduled and unscheduled service
shows that only 10 firms would be
subject to the proposal Therefore. the
proposed amendments to Part 108 would
not affect a substantial number of small
entities.

Trade Impact Statement

The FAA finds that this rule would
only impact Part 121 operators and thus
it is not likely to affect international
trade. This proposed rule is expected to
have no impact on trade opportunities
for either U.S. firms doing business
overseas or foreign firms doing business
in the United States. While there would
be an increased cost to u.s. air carriers
as a consequence of this proposed rule,
these increased costs would be offset by
the increase of public confidence.. the
avoidance of incidents, and by the
ability to reduce the use of certain costly
security procedures now required by
U.S. air carriers.

Federalism Implications

The regulations proposed herein
would not he ve substantial direct effects
on the states, on the relationship
between the national government and
the states, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore,
in accordance V\-ith Executive Order

12612, it is determined that this proposal
would not have sufficient federalism
implications to warrant the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For the reasons discussed in the
preamble, and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Determination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis, the FAA has determined that
this proposed regulation is major under
Executive Order 12291. In addition, the
FAA certifies that this proposal, if
adopted. would not have a significant
economic impact, positive or negative.
on a substantial number of small entities
under the cnteria of the Regula tory
Flexibility Act. This proposal is
considered significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; Fehruary 26, 19791. An initial
regulatory impact analysis oftMs
proposal, including a Regulatory
Flexibility Determination and Trade
Impact Analysis, has been placed in the
docket. A copy may be ohtained by
contacting the person identified under
"FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Pari 108

Air carriers. Airports. Air safety, Air
transportation, Aviation safety.
Baggage, Safety, 'Security measures,
Transportation.

The Proposed Amendments

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
proposes to amend Part 108 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations [14 CFR
Part 108) as follows:

~., .",,~.

PART lOB-AIRPLANE OPERATOR
SECURITY

1. The authority citation for 14 CFR
Part 108 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354, 1356, 1357. 1421.
14Z4, and 1511; 49 U.S.C. 106(g) (revised. Pub.
L. 97-449. January 12, 1983).

2. Section 108.7 is amended by adding
a new paragraph [b)[8) to read as
follows:

§ 108.7 security program: form, content,
and availability.

• •
[b) • • •

(8) The procedures aud a description
of the facilities and equipment used to
comply with the requirements of
§ 108.20 regarding explosives detection
systems.

3. Part 108 is amended by adding
§ 108.20 to read as follows:

§ 108.20 Use of explosives detection
systems

When the Administrator shall require
by amendment under § 108.25, each
certificate holder. required to conduct
screening under a security program.
shall use an explosives detection system
that has b~en approved hy the
Administrator to screen checked
baggage on international flights in
accordance with the certificate holder's
security program.

Issued in Washington. DC, on July 6, 1969.
Raymond A. Salazar,
DirectorofCivil A viation Security.
[FR Doc. 89-16261 Filed 7-6-89; 4:40 pm]
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